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Soul Quest Booklet
The soul quest booklet is a collection of questions that people have asked
about the subject of spirituality and other metaphysical matters. Each question
has a detailed channelled answer providing valuable insight for anyone
interested in understanding more about spiritualism
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How does our spirit guide have more than one soul to look after, and why is that
necessary?
Each guide has one or more souls to look after for a number of reasons, such as a) If the human
host is not interested in any form of spiritual contact but rather more interested in earthly pursuits
only, then as no contact exists, the guide has only a watching brief until there is movement, b)
each human soul is treated privately, it works like a private telephone. c) The guide’s soul acts like
an exchange, and unless it has a special lesson to learn from a human, its functions are all centred
on its human charges. The guide has a small area of what you could call personal concern that
contains its essences and its omission that had still to be cleared; this is the only occasion that a
human life experience can help a guide soul. d) The balance between the number of humans alive
on earth and the number of guides available are not even, there are far fewer guides
Who or what are spirit guides?
Guides are souls who have developed beyond the twelfth level of growth and may spend one
existence as a spirit guide before returning to a human existence, providing they return to this
level or higher on their return to spirit, they can be sent back as guides.
There are 1112 levels in the first kingdom and the human race as a mass mainly occupy the first
four levels.
When we conquer existence on this planet and grow through all the other planets, will
we begin again as a starving soul?
NO, If a soul reaches anywhere near that stage, it becomes an Angel or Traveller and travels
throughout the Universe at the Councils command.
How does mans intellect allow him to grow towards God? Did not ancient man have
the same choices and the same information?
Intellect alone does not allow man to grow towards God, it requires man to grow his character,
particularly, love, sensitivity, and compassion, these are normally absent in the character of
intelligent evil.
Intellect is required to understand Gods truth, and to develop character so that perception will
grow, and in turn will help develop the soul essences. Ignorance only allows blind faith without
understanding, currently; over half the world population are ignorant and uneducated.
Ancient mans intellect was limited due to two factors, a) evolution and b) lack of knowledge.
It was therefore impossible for Gods truth to be understood by the mass of any given population,
in fact only one in ten people understood most of what Jesus said. And that was to be expected.
The message was the same but couched in the language of the time, very simple.
If God hath no wrath to bring down, then who destroyed Sodom and Gomorra?
Furthermore, did God curse the Egyptians and spread sickness to their peoples in retaliation of the
Israelites plight.
The story of Sodom and Gomorra make great reading, but the sad fact was that these cities were
destroyed by a major earthquake, God did warn some people with visions of the disaster, some
believed and fled, others stayed put and perished. Storytellers and imagination did the rest. The
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Egyptian story is about draught, starvation, filth, and plague, all the peoples were affected, and
eventually the Israelites were let go as the Egyptians feared an uprising over lack of food, and
their own people were convinced that they had been cursed. It was Moses who led his people out
of EGYPT towards the land of CAANEN.
Why was man given freewill then left to his own devices for so long?
God gave the human race freewill some 38,000 years ago some 7000 years after man existed as a
species, it has taken all that time for man to reach his current state of intellect. Two thousand
years ago, the world was full of gods, demons, monsters and very limited intellect, all this fear and
ignorance had to be reduced and understanding encouraged to grow, even now, mysticism, evil
entities, and the devil still exist for many people. So, man has not been left teachers and prophets
have been sent forth to bring human growth on towards this day, and will continue to be sent in
future.
The forerunner of modern man existed nearly 600,000 year ago and intellect was poor to non
existent, behaviour being typically animal and repetitive, but primitive intelligence finally began to
show in about 10% of the population around 80,000 years ago, and this accelerated from about
41,000 years ago, and currently about 46% of today’s population has an intelligent intellect.
Is the Universe in perfect balance as far as energy usage? If we are using up a lot of
energy and returning none, what effect does it have on the cosmos?
The Universe has vast surpluses of energy, as it should be. Earth is one of two negative planets,
and it will be thousands of years before Earth begins to show surplus energy. Earth has no effect
on the Cosmos as she feeds from the energy surplus with notice.
Speak more of energy and how it applies to souls, what we see in our reality, and God.
All matter, organic and inorganic contains energy, either positive or negative, or both.
The human soul starts life on earth with both and perfectly balanced, from birth onwards, that
energy is affected by people, environment, genes and character.
A souls future is affected by a negative character, so, in essence how one views oneself and our
daily existence sets the tone on which a character is built, optimism is a blessing, even in the
darkest situation helps grow the soul essences, and character. A negative poor me character
drains the soul of its energy, and if bad enough, the soul goes into stasis.
Attitude of mind decides each persons future, namely it sets the perception of all situations, and is
responsible for most mistakes in judgement, especially between people, and nearly always
because of fear and negative attitude.
GOD IS PURE ENERGY of immense power, all of which is multi-directional, and is both positive and
negative, and all is constantly controlled for specific purposes.
Out of the Universe are we the only ones who do not receive orders or requests from
God (communications)?
God gives orders to only those who have given back their freewill (you cannot do this just because
you want to, certain standards are required before one is ready) Most Alien planets consult God on
all major problems, it is not compulsory. The more advanced planets have no freewill and as such
can be given work that God requires else where in the UNIVERSE, God never requests or accepts
unwilling help or followers, all matters are completed in a great burst of loving energy, Man one
day will move into this atmosphere.
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If Aliens impregnated us with their genetics, why don’t they back this up with their
understanding of GOD? Why do they hide themselves from us? Are they afraid of what
we might do to them, or what they might do to us?
Only a small proportion of humans have been genetically interfered with 30,000 years plus ago,
the material concerned brain development and increased availability of emotional content, it would
have been a waste of time to have given an understanding of God, those concerned would not
have understood, also it was against their ethical code to create super beings.
Aliens have no interest in earth as a contact as yet, simply because the gap between human
intelligence and theirs is too large.
They are not afraid of the human race though they are wary, as some races have lost their people
killed on this earth. Mostly however the human race was not aware that they had killed these
aliens. The alien races have done their best to avoid human contact, since growth of intellect and
understanding is necessary to create the right situation for first contact. Man, due to his fear is
always quick to destroy what he does not understand, or he fears.
As stated, the alien races have no need to fear humans as they are firepower and defensive
weaponry is capable in most instances of destroying all the surface of the planet.
Why is it that most people are so narrow minded and inconsiderate of others?
This question is complex to the extent that people have many emotional reasons for this
behaviour. However, the simplest reasons are fear, insensitivity to others’ needs and over
sensitivity to their own. This usually leads to a closed mind and a very self centred and selfish
attitude.
Why did Jesus only have three years to collect the disciples and spread his message?
Because they were part of Gods longer term plan for the future, it was necessary that the disciples
learned only the simplest truth of God to pass on, the more complex understanding of Gods truth
would have to wait until man grew a higher intellect.
How did Jesus choose the twelve disciples?
The disciples choose themselves because they recognised Jesus as someone very special
spiritually, and they had all been searching for a truth, which had eluded them until that meeting
with Jesus took place.
How did Jesus perform the miracles and did the disciples have miraculous powers?
Jesus was given the power to perform miracles as God required the events to happen, but he had
no direct power himself, he could of course channel healing energy into people, but of course all
healing abilities come directly from God. People who practise genuine healing receive their energy
direct from spirit.
The disciples had no special powers, though some learned to use some of the healing gifts taught
to them during their period with Jesus.
Why does God want to continue to experience creation of new planets, when so much
suffering is involved with the evolution of freewill souls?
God is about creating life in the Universe, and the Universe is infinite. Suffering is not the same for
every species, however, basically, it is created by fear, ignorance and genetics, most species
develop to a point where they no longer practise such painful behaviour, but it takes thousands of
evolutionary years.
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Why did God become GOD?
Eighteen billion years ago the “so called big bang occurred”(science currently say twelve billion
years ago) from that came a combination of energy and minerals, including a wide range of
chemical reactions, out of this combination came a living energy which developed over the next
billion years into the power we call God.
Other species have different names for God, though all ruling councils call it God the Father.
Explain Revelations and its relevance to out times?
Revelations is a series of stories, incidents and visions, which are a mixture of fact and fiction, the
fiction is mainly about false visions people have had and have been recorded, the fact, is about
ordinary people who have received visions from God and these having come true have created
great wonder.
Only the Revelations containing information on human behaviour have any relevance today, with
the exception that one day in the future man would be ruled by spiritual law as handed down by
God, and no time does this mean religious institutional doctrine, as exists with some areas of Islam
and Christian dictate.
At the time Zenthos was formed, was there a plan for the Universe?
Zenthos was the first planet created 14.5 billion years ago; no plan existed at that time for the
Universe. A plan was formed 9 billion years ago and this plan still operates.
Did Jesus have lives on all 8012 planets?
NO, he has lived one or more lives on most of the planets, but he has visited all the planets many
times except the last one.
What roles do the other 11 million inhabitants of Zenthos play in the shepherding of the Universe?
The inhabitants of Zenthos are pure energy and without form, their task is to ensure that all works
within the plan in terms of co-operation and understanding.
What is important about 12 and 24?
All the planets in the Universe are run by a Council of twelve and each decision must be agreed by
75% of the twelve. The figure 24 represents different stages of planetary development before a
major change.
Explain the meaning of the triangle? (In spiritual affairs)
The Triangle in spiritual affairs represents God the Father, Jesus the Son, and God the Holy Spirit,
(may be called Trinity) the first represents GOD as a Father of all life, the second represents God
only direct Son, and the latter represents God in his role as Creator of the planetary Universe.
On occasions on a single planet, the third part of a triangle can be a specific human soul, when
either God or Jesus is acting directly on that being.
Where exactly is the earthly heaven?
The question implies that heaven resides on earth, which is true to the extent that heaven resides
within each human being that grows spiritually. The heaven of the soul is located in the void of
the universe surrounding the earth. The exact location cannot be stated, as it is part of the
flowing mass of the universe.
Is there a hierarchy of angels? And are the same angels for the earth involved at other planets.
Explain how they materialise on earth for special projects, and what is the nature of their souls?
Were there always souls who’s freewill belonged to God, or did they ever have freewill at any
time?
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There is no hierarchy of angels, and it is not normal for angel assigned to earth to be involved in
other planets.
Materialisation of an angel is created by that soul energising the protein in the surrounding area to
create a protoplasmic body. The body is kept in shape by maintaining a continuous energy flow
for the period of its sojourn on earth. An angel’s soul is highly spiritual in development. All angel
souls were at one time normal souls who developed a high degree, this resulted in these souls
giving back their freewill while in earthly bodies, these souls no longer return to earth as ordinary
human beings.
Does human beings have more than one spirit guide? If so how many do they have?
Each human being has only one spirit guide, which is with them throughout their life, as, and
when they develop some form of communication situations may occur where more complex
answers may be needed. This may be answered apparently by another guide giving the answer.
In reality higher answers are passed down through your own guide who will answer using the
name giving to him/her, but people do not have multiple guides present with them.
How can Jesus be returned to earth and in heaven at the same time?
Only a small part of Jesus’ soul is present when he returns to a planetary existence, the rest
remains in heaven, the heavenly part is large and extremely complex, and totally spiritual.
Why did the early religions get so far off track? And why did Jesus show John off his
return like a thief in the night?
The early religions like all religions are man made and therefore the teachings and philosophy
were subject to the priests of that time, both in their character deficiencies and their perception.
Add to this, that not all languages had compatible wording and so the distortion started and was
continued up to date. As always, time plus intellectual perception has compounded the problem of
God’s truth. The timing of Jesus’ meeting with John had no relevance what so ever.
Did Jesus give a warning to all, that they best not change anything in the bible or else they should
fear for their survival? Apparently this was hinted at in revelations.
This again is a typical misunderstanding. To start with, Jesus was crucified long before the bible
existed, further though a number of writings existed during his lifetime, he commented only on the
misinterpretation of the Torah by certain priests. Further, Jesus would not hint that any
individual’s survival since that person’s survival depended purely on their spiritual growth and
perception, which is directly related to their freewill choice.
What is GOD?
GOD is pure intelligent energy, and there is no measuring system in the Universe yet devised
which can measure that power.
Did GOD really create all life in the Universe?
YES, but this will only be accepted by those who understand the truth of Gods existence, but
slowly science is beginning to move towards that fact.
Can God be seen with human eyes?
NO, the closest a human comes to seeing God is in the form of an Angel.
Does God know what is happening here on Earth?
YES, God knows all that is happening, he is all seeing and feeling.
(GOD IS NEITHER SEX, but humans are more comfortable thinking in terms of gender.)
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Why is it necessary to believe in GOD?
It is not necessary to believe in God as a human, the soul, however is part of God. If one does not
believe however there is a lack of proper character growth, this can lead to increasing negativity in
succeeding lifetimes.
Does the church’s have the correct impression of God?
By the churches, you mean religions of the world, and NO. The God, religions teach is man-made,
therefore is a God of love, wrath, vengeance and mysticism. Where as the true God is a God of
love only.
What is Heaven?
On earth Heaven is the name for the home of all souls and in terms of location would be
considered as a zone surrounding earth. It does in practise however extend out into the galaxy.
Does God punish sinners?
NO, God does not recognise the concept of sin, which is purely earthly. Many of earth’s so-called
sins are in fact omissions of character, which the soul has to grow through.
Do bad people go to hell?
NO, God does not consider people to be bad as such, but recognises certain anti-social behaviour
in man, which if repeated in a second lifetime will place that soul in an area of limbo, which we
refer to as ‘ the retard box ‘. It is possible for souls in this area to redeem themselves. There is
no hell in heaven; the retard box is not within heaven's boundaries.
What is Hell?
Hell is a human word to cover a state of utter despair and soul degradation. Hell does exist on
earth and in humans, and is characterised by complete negativity and growth of character leading
to degradation of human behaviour below acceptable social levels. It is a continuing road to selfdestruction and stasis of the human soul.
Can humans communicate with God?
The simple answer is YES. Communication takes many forms, such as prayer, spiritual meditation,
the use of pendulums to get simple answers direct from spirit and for some people direct
channelling to receive visions or a spoken word.
God is in constant communication with all living creatures and is fully aware of every single action
or thought, this fact may not be acceptable to many people but as each individual is part of God, it
is a logical extension and a fact.
Why was Jesus so special?
Jesus was to all extent and purposes just another ordinary person but his life was ordained to be
short and to have one definite purpose as a culmination of his existence. That was he was chosen
as God’s only son to die on the cross, the purpose of which was to create a single God and a more
loving, spiritual approach for all humanity. This act indicated a new loving approach to humanity
and the development of eternal hope.
What happened to Jesus’ body?
The body of Jesus was stolen from the tomb after the guards were drugged with wine and
removed secretly by priests of the San Hedrian, where it was buried deep in the crypts. Only
three priests knew and were responsible for this act. They removed the body because they
believed that the public would make a martyr of Jesus at the expense of the established Jewish
faith and authority. The body has been completely crushed and disintegrated hundreds of years
ago and no longer exists.
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Why was the time that Jesus preached so short?
The short period of only three years where Jesus had become a bit of a celebrity was related to
two factors; One, that the message he preached was simple and limited by design. Two, it was
necessary in terms of impact that only a limited number of people talked to Jesus and/or heard
him speak. If Jesus remained alive he would have been forced to explain in an increasing variety
of ways the simple message that God is love to the population. This was not desirable, as it would
have meant fewer people understanding his word and more confusion. God knew that it was
necessary to limit his son’s life to validate future human development.
Why is it necessary to have the bible?
It is not necessary to have the bible, or for that matter many of the other great religious books.
They only become necessary to close followers of the particular religion, which uses that particular
book as a basis of its religious authority. The reality of all great books is that they are a
compilation of stories written about God, Jesus or the many great prophets. They are books,
which give a general direction of how to live life well within a society structure. Their failing is that
many people still take their wording literally, which causes extreme fundamentalism and religious
bigotry leading to wars and ethnic cleansing. Because of this, religions have been the single
biggest cause of wars and death for many centuries.
What does it really mean to be holy?
The word holy is used to denote anything from religious orders, which is regarded as the worship
of written for or sanctified by God, it is purely a man made description and has no real significance
from the true God.
What is the purpose of the Second Coming?
The full purpose is very complex and cannot be answered simply. However the Second Coming
was planned for two thousand years later as by that time man would have reached a level of
intelligence capable of understanding the meaning of “God is love”. Further that intelligence would
have developed to a point where man understood the importance of character growth and the
care of the planet of which he lives.
Where is the human soul in the body?
For practical purposes the human soul can be considered to lodge in the brain and is connected to
the higher conscious part. The soul however, consists of energy and effectively radiates
throughout the body and extends out of the body as the aura or electrical energy field, which
surrounds the body. The aura also emanates the mental state and to some degree, physical state
of the body.
Does the soul last forever?
The soul is immortal and most souls are extremely old. The soul does not die, but when
functioning within a human body can be reduced to a static stage by, what on earth would be
called, an evil person.
Are humans the only spiritual species in the universe?
NO. There are 8010 more spiritually advanced species in the universe; we on earth are the least
advanced.
Is belief in God restricted only to religion?
Contrary to what some religions teach, anyone can believe in God and communicate directly with
God. One does not need a priest or minister to act as a go-between or to intercede on behalf of
any person. God must not be confused with religion, for God is a separate entity, which does not
need religion to exist.
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What does it mean to be spiritual?
To be spiritual, in the context stated, means to believe that one has a soul, which belongs to God.
It is nothing to do with any particular religion or faith. In some parts of the world, collective
groups of like-minded people, who basically believe in spirit, are now regarded as a religion. Many
people enter that religion before moving past the basic tenets of that religion. To be truly spiritual
is to believe in the power of God and the goodness of his love, enabling one to develop a balanced
and loving character.
WHAT IS THE MEANING OF HUMAN EXISTENCE?
This is the big question people ask when they ponder on their purpose of life. Contrary to what
people think, the answer is very simple; that is that all humans exist to develop and grow the four
essences within the soul, these are LOVE, SENSITIVITY, COMPASSION and UNDERSTANDING. To
create this achievement requires each individual properly to develop their character into a true and
positive being, Thus turning themselves into a positive energy source. Once achieved, this will
allow their immortal souls to move away from their present existence.
Did Jesus physically resurrect?
NO! Jesus physically rematerialised as he had the energy power to recreate his physical
appearance and had the power to maintain his appearance for long periods.
Did Moses really part the Red Sea?
NO. The real answer was that the sea parts due to a major sand bar and this part of the sea was
a tidal race. The bible story was invented by a fanatic who believed that all strange happenings
was an act of a mystical God.
Did the Ark of the Covenant really exist?
YES. The ark was in fact an ordinary box, which was transported by two men. It contained the
holy scriptures of the Jewish faith and did contain one epistle written by Moses. It did not contain
contrary to popular belief the Ten Commandments on tablets of stone. The ark no longer exists in
its original form, but has been replaced several times since.
It is popularly believed that Jesus has lived on earth more than once, is this true?
YES. Jesus has been on earth several times.
Is the story of Noah and the Ark true?
NO. Contrary to the alleged evidence of recent years that the ark has been found, this is a story
to explain the evolution of a number of species since the understanding of evolution did not exist.
Are the Ten Commandments real, and do they still exist today?
Yes, the Ten Commandments are real and mainly existed before Moses. What Moses did was to
draw the ten commandments together to form a set of life rules for his people who had existed as
slaves and knew only one law; that of the Egyptian whip. The Ten Commandments are contained
in many holy books and are still the basis of common law in many countries today.
Does “Hands On Healing” really work?
YES, when done properly by a good healer, they act as a channeller of energy from Spirit, which in
turn rebalances the body energy and strengthens the immune system.
Are the so-called New Age remedies and treatments any good?
This is a difficult one to generalise about for it covers a wide range of ideas and practises, however
herbal and natural bark and flower essences do work in a slower and gentler way from modern
chemical treatments. Used properly, natural remedies are used as part of the holistic approach to
an individual, as opposed to a modern drug, which is basically given to cure a specific infection.
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The various types of energy healing from one person to another are misleading, since in reality all
energy comes from spirit and there is only the one energy, not several different types (many of
these are concerned with making money and are fraudulent)
Crystal healing does work in some limited forms of treatment but only with large crystals, which
are bar shaped. Stress conditions and fatigue can be helped considerably by various forms of deep
meditation, and are often used to help release childhood trauma.
Those following a spiritual path and using meditation can develop sensitivity to the point of getting
visions or channelled messages from spirit.
Is Reiki different from Hands On Healing?
NO, though those who practise it maintain that different energies are required for different health
problems, and up to five different rays are available at different prices. The point is that only one
energy is available, and that is channelled directly from spirit.
Reiki originated in Japan in the sixteenth century, practitioners created a spiritual programme
directed at their Sun God in which the power of that God was drawn into the meditating
practitioner. Only one energy existed. The Sun God is deeply enshrined in Japanese culture but is
the equivalent to the one God of all creation. The creation of other levels of energy by modern
practitioners in the west is only a way of obtaining more money from those who do not truly
understand the source, and that includes those who pay to obtain the higher levels of energy.
Is there any religion that is better than others?
NO. It is a mistake to presume that Christian religions are better than Muslim, Hindu or any other.
The religions of the world basically developed to suit the mental attitudes of their peoples, but
besides the differences within these religions, none are superior.
What is the difference between a psychic and a Clairvoyant?
The difference is minute; however a psychic receives messages about the present or near future
or an individual. A clairvoyant can also receive messages in that form but are more likely to
receive messages and visions of a major event yet to come, often in years ahead.
Is telepathy possible?
Telepathy already exists in a minor way between many people who usually are close to each other
and as one says “can read each others’ minds”. However on wider scale, there are people who
can read the minds of strangers and a few who can implant thoughts into others’ heads in a small
way. The ability of telepathy already exists in the human mind, but the ability and power to use
this is dormant in 99.9% of the population. Looking into the future, the more intelligent peoples
will use telepathy rather than conversation.
Who or what is the Anti-Christ?
What is an anti-religious based fraction of society who actively believes that to do the opposite for
instance of the Ten Commandments or the social laws is the correct way to live? These are often
regarded as worshipers of Satan or the Devil or the many other names that man through the ages
has given to the Anti-Christ. Realistically, the Anti-Christ is any person who openly denies the
humane teachings of God and believes firmly that their own selfish interests, however deprived, is
the true character of man. From time to time a figure arises in history whose violence and
brutality is so shocking the religious leaders name him the Anti-Christ. Religious dissension
between established religions often mean that people called ‘the head’ of an opposing religion as
the Anti-Christ. This of course is simply religious bigotry and not a truth.
Which is the best form of meditation? Can meditation help with day-to-day living?
There are many forms of meditation, such as guided meditation, group meditation, individual
meditation with or without tape voice or music. The best meditation is the one, which takes an
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individual into the deepest form of mind peace. For some, when this level is reached, they hear
their higher self or even spirit communicating with them. Daily meditation, done properly, can
balance any individual’s day even without a spiritual input and is definitely better for the individual,
since a balanced person suffers less stress.
What is channelling?
Channelling is a means of receiving messages from spirit (God) by those people who have
developed enough sensitivity to receive communication. This communication can be via the
spoken word, being heard either by impression or word, by visions, or channelled writings where
the host is just the conduit. All channelling of messages come directly from God, but a word of
caution; many people profess to channel when in fact it is nothing more than their imagination and
desire for personal recognition. The average medium gets only around 40% of the information
correct, a few do far better than this, but they are a few.
Is it possible to have an ‘out of body’ experience?
The simple answer is yes, but under very limited conditions, these mainly are; “a near death
experience or under very heavy anaesthetic where life is on the threshold”. Many people claim to
have this experience, but it is mainly an illusion or wishful thinking. In reality, when a soul leaves
a human body it can travel only around nine feet from its source and is held in place by a thin
communication cord.
Do we have the ability to astral travel?
NO. When people talk about astral travel, they are in fact, being taken by their guide on a visual
trip during the course of a deep meditation. No human, can astral travel and by that we mean;
have the soul leave the body and travel freely. The idea of astral travel is on the whole a game of
one up man ship that some people play. In reality, the soul as stated earlier cannot travel more
than nine feet from its host and if it disconnected, the host would die immediately.
Do humans have the ability to levitate?
NO. The ability to levitate requires one of two things; a. the ability to be lighter than the pull of
gravity or b. the human body and mind to have enough controlled energy to create a major
downward displacement to uplift the body.
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